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Partnerships...

Fulfilling the Dream Year Round
When someone mentions Bay Cliff,
you think of “summer” and “children
with physical disabilities,” right? While
that is definitely true, Bay Cliff is
becoming so much more than that.
Because of its renovation and winterization projects, Bay Cliff has been able
to expand its own programs and develop partnerships with other groups that
have a similar mission.
Last year 34 programs were held at the
health camp, 11 of which were new.
Bay Cliff sponsored Snow Days in
March and attracted 24 children with
physical disabilities. Snow Days is a
winter program providing exciting
outdoor activities for children, like ice
fishing and dog sledding. Bay Cliff also
pioneered a Post Polio Wellness
Retreat, the first such retreat of its
kind in the country. This week-long educational program for
polio survivors and their caregivers was a life-changing experience for participants.
In addition to enlarging the scope of programs that it plans and
sponsors, Bay Cliff is also opening up its facility to other groups
that have a similar mission and focus, that of health and wellness, youth development, education, service or disabilities.
Camp Director Tim Bennett emphasizes that the spirit of Bay
Cliff has not changed: “We’re mission-driven, and the organizations we’ll be working with are non-profits that work with
children and adults who have challenges in life.”
For example, Bay Cliff has teamed up with the Filippis
Foundation and the Wright and Filippis prosthetic department, AmpuTeam, to provide Camp YESICAN. This program
gives children with prosthetic limbs the opportunity to learn
to use them in camp activities, like hiking and kayaking. Lynn
Vanwelsenaers of Wright and Filippis is grateful that her
agency and Bay Cliff work together so well.
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“I feel that the partnership that we have formed with Bay
Cliff to provide this experience for amputees is mutually beneficial. I know that without this opportunity that Bay Cliff has
provided by opening up to others with a similar mission, we
would have had a very difficult time providing this service,”
Vanwelsenaers explains.
Another program Bay Cliff partners with is the Area 36 Special
Olympics Summer Sports Training Camp. Children from 8 to
18 years old with cognitive, physical or emotional disabilities
are able to increase their skill levels in sports like basketball,
track and field and bocce ball, while participating in traditional camping activities, such as canoeing and scavenger hunts.
Mick Campbell, the assistant area director for Special
Olympics, feels the training camp is a good fit for Bay Cliff. “It’s
consistent with their heritage and venue, being one that serves
children and families in non-traditional ways,” Campbell notes.
“Our athletes have traditionally not been able to be included
in an away-from-home camping experience.”
Continued on the back page
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FILLING THE DREAM

“Fulfilling the Dream” Building Projects
...where dreams come true!

Construction Update

Barn Complex and Clothing Center Underway

The winter has not slowed facility renovations at Bay Cliff! A
major gift from Tony and Kathy Ross, through the Michael
Ross Memorial Foundation, has enabled Bay Cliff to break
ground on two important projects.
The Ross gift, of over $1.1 million dollars, is sponsoring the
complete renovation of the Camp Barn Complex into the
Program Center of camp. When completed, the 10,000 sq. ft.
complex will house the Teen Center, Staff Lounge, Program
Department and Costume Room. The Teen Center barn will
include an astronomy center and radio broadcast facility,
which will be operated by the teen campers.
The Ross gift has allowed Bay Cliff to begin construction on
the new Laundry and Clothing Center, a project also supported by the General Federated Women’s Clubs of
Michigan. The 5,000 sq. ft. barn structure will include the
Camp Laundry, Staff Laundry, and the Linen Room, which
stores all the clothing the children wear during the summer.
The barn will have a loft to store special clothing for events
such as the Bay Cliff Prom and the Fourth of July Parade.
Both the Barn Complex and Laundry/Clothing Center projects are scheduled to be completed by June of 2007—Just in
time for the children!

What Bay Cliff Means to Me
by Caitlin Fowler

Camper Caitlin Fowler making a
Bay Cliff Snow Angel.

Bay Cliff is a very special place for me. I’ve been coming to Bay Cliff every summer since I was 3 years old.
I am now 17. I have cerebral palsy and therapy at Bay
Cliff helped me go from a wheelchair to a walker and
over the years graduate from a walker into crutches.
Now I use a cane and work on walking without my
cane and improving my balance. I’m so happy to be
reaching my goal and walking without anything.
My favorite part of Bay Cliff is meeting new people and making new friends. My best friend Andrea and I met here when we
were both 3 and we’ve been friends ever since. At Bay Cliff, I look forward to teen swim every Friday night and hanging out at
the Teen Center every weekday. A really cool part of Bay Cliff is the kayaking program. You have to do a wet exit in the pool
before you can go out on Lake Independence. Bay Cliff has inspired me to try new things.
One of the most important parts of Bay Cliff to me, now that I’m a teen, is that I can be a role model to younger kids with cerebral palsy. Bay Cliff has taught me responsibility, how to be a friend, independence, leadership skills and self-confidence. Bay
Cliff has helped me so much to become the person I am today.

Snow Days 2007
“I can’t wait to see my friends!” exclaimed McHenna McGeshick from
Watersmeet as she arrived at Bay Cliff on March 23rd for “Bay Cliff
Snow Days.” Excitement filled the air as eighteen Bay Cliff Campers,
ages 10 to 17 from throughout the Upper Peninsula, reunited with
their summer camp friends. “I’m so excited to be here!” stated Kim
Massaway from St. Ignace.
An all-volunteer staff of experienced “Bay Cliffers” came together to
make possible a weekend filled with winter experiences. Although
unseasonably warm temperatures cancelled ice fishing and dog sled rides,
a little snow was around for a “fun snowball fight!” as Dakota Stachnik
from Germfask said. The campers learned about what it takes to be a
musher and met Miki and Reba, two very friendly sled dogs. “Meeting
the sled dogs was my favorite part!” stated Lydia Person of Rapid River.
The activity schedule included time for arts and crafts, a talent show,
games and a hayride to church. Of course, a
Bay Cliff event would not be complete without a campfire, songs and s’mores! What
filled the weekend even more was the laughter and smiles of all the
campers and staff as they made great Bay Cliff memories to take back
home with them. “Can we please stay ‘til summer?” asked one camper.

Polio at Bay Cliff
Then and Now

When the Polio Epidemics hit the Upper Peninsula
in the 1940’s and 1950’s, Bay Cliff opened its gates to
children with polio. This was the beginning of Bay Cliff’s
emphasis on therapy related care. Thirty children
stayed in the Big House during the winter of 1940/41 to
receive routine nursing care plus daily physical therapy
and home cooked meals.
Today, polio survivors are coming to Bay Cliff once again.
This time we offered a Post Polio Wellness Retreat for
adults who have developed Post Polio Syndrome. Post
Polio Syndrome is a condition that affects polio survivors
years after recovery from an initial acute attack and is
difficult to diagnose. It is characterized by a gradual
onset of progressive and persistent new muscle weakness, fatigability, decreased endurance, muscle atrophy,
joint and muscle pain and is very distressing to the survivor. It is estimated that P.P.S. affects 25-50% of survivors.
During the fall of 2006, thirty polio survivors attended,
including Donna Bond from Negaunee, Michigan.
This wasn’t Donna’s first time to travel to Bay Cliff. When
Donna was a baby, she lived with her family in McMillan,
Michigan until the winter of 1940 when she came to Bay
Cliff, in a body cast, to receive treatment for polio.
When she heard about the health and wellness retreat,
Donna was immediately excited about the opportunity,

Oh, What a Blast!

The month of Febrrruary knows how to put the “brrr”
in winter! It was mighty cold for the Winter Blast weekend, but the cold weather couldn’t stop the fun!
The fourth annual Winter Blast was held February 1-4,
2007. It was a great opportunity for the adult campers of
our summer program, known as Camp Independence,
to experience the fun of winter at Bay Cliff. There were
ten campers and plenty of staff adventurous enough to
brave the elements to enjoy fun and games, friendship
and fellowship, along with delicious warm meals and
steaming hot chocolate.
True to its name, winter blasted in with temperatures
below zero and wind chills colder still. It may have even
been too cold for the fish to bite! With a propane heater
and bright sunshine the anglers were warm in the fishing tent. The cold couldn’t stop a hotly contested Bay
Cliff curling game, either!

as was her family who felt it was something that could
really help Donna cope with her situation and the challenges she faces today. They felt that Bay Cliff could
help Donna once again.
Donna’s retreat goals were to learn how to manage
exercise so she wasn’t in pain or fatigued, to be able to
walk more without pain, and to be able to continue taking care of herself for years to come. Looking back,
Donna shared that she learned what exercises were
good for her, and that she could do things that she didn’t think she could do—like yoga. She also learned how
to use a walker properly and that rest is very important.
Donna said, “The retreat was more than I had expected
and I learned so much!” She thought the best thing
about the retreat was that she was able to meet other
polio survivors who are also living with post polio syndrome and share experiences. “I’m looking forward to
the next one! I think we all are!”
Inside the Big House, a glowing fire kept everyone
warm as all were treated to massages, hearty meals and
delicious snacks. Crafts, puzzles, card games, and sign
language classes kept everyone busy. Still, there was
plenty of time to sit beside the fireplace listening to
friends tell stories and roast a marshmallow or two.
Everyone took home warm memories. We’ll have s’more
to look forward to next year!

“Fulfilling The Dream” Ways to Give
Campaign Update

Individuals and organizations continue to make generous donations to the Bay Cliff Capital Campaign! “Fulfilling the Dream,”
the second phase of the campaign, is off to a great start.
• Over $1,400,000 has been raised towards
“Fulfilling the Dream.”
• Hundreds of individuals are renewing their
pledges/making new gifts.
• Over $6.4 million has been raised in the
total capital campaign.
• $2.6 million remains to be raised in the
“Fulfilling the Dream” Campaign.
Thank you for your kindness and continuing support. Consider
asking a friend to join you in making a gift! Invite them to
become a partner with Bay Cliff in “Fulfilling the Dream” for the
children and others—throughout the year.

There are a variety of ways that you can give to
the Bay Cliff Health Camp Campaign, including:
Immediate Gifts: of cash, check, electronic fund
transfer, credit card
Pledges: paid over one to five years
Personal Property: subject to acceptance criteria
Life Insurance: new policies or existing ones
Gifts of Stock: transfer information available from
the Campaign Office
Real Estate: subject to acceptance criteria
In-kind Contributions: we are happy to discuss
your ideas with you
Planned Gifts and Bequests: we are happy to work
with you and your attorney
Recognition/Memorial Gifts: tailored to meet the
situation

IRA Transfer NEW! (see information below)
A new planning opportunity for persons age 701/2 and older, who own an IRA, is available as a result of the new Pension
Protection Act of 2006. The new law allows you to make distributions directly from your IRA to one or more charities
without the distributions being included in taxable income and subject to withholding. Previously, if you wanted to use
IRA funds for a charitable contribution, you had to withdraw money from your IRA and then contribute it. The amount
you withdrew was taxable, and the deduction for the contribution may or may not have offset the tax. Another benefit of the new law is that the funds transferred from your IRA to a charity count towards your mandatory withdrawal.
Making charitable contributions from an IRA rather than other assets will be especially appropriate for those who:
• Do not itemize deductions.
• Would not be able to deduct all of their charitable contributions because of deduction limitations.
• May lose some of their itemized deductions because of their income level.
• Are required to take distributions but do not need them for living expenses.
Certain limitations apply to these non-taxable charitable distributions from an IRA:
• They cannot exceed $100,000 per year.
• They must be made to a public charity (not a private
foundation), and they cannot be to a supporting
For over seventy years, Bay Cliff’s priorganization or a donor advised fund.
mary mission has been to improve the
lives of children with physical disabili• The gifts must be outright; for instance, they cannot
ties. Today, Bay Cliff is a therapy center
be used to establish a gift annuity or fund a charitaserving 180 children each summer
ble remainder trust.
with every kind of orthopedic, speech,
• These tax-free distributions can be made only in
hearing
and
visual
disability.
Through an intensive program
2006 and 2007.
of daily therapy and traditional camp activities, children
If you would like more information about making a char- learn to become more independent and are inspired to
itable contribution from an IRA or other gift ideas, believe in themselves and their potential.
please contact us at the Camp Office (906) 345-9314.
Bay Cliff is a place where very special children are able to
pursue their hopes and dreams for the future!

Our Mission

Partnerships, continued from front page

Campbell adds that the program allows youth with developmental disabilities the chance to interact with their peers and
make new friends, while also giving their mothers and fathers
a break. “This is a wonderful opportunity for parents of these
young folks to get a care giving respite…It gives them a vacation, as well.”
In the future, Campbell hopes that Special Olympics will be
able to expand its offerings at Bay Cliff to include an equivalent training camp in the winter, as well as a program for
graduates of its Summer Olympics Camp.
“Special Olympics is an outstanding organization,” Bennett
added. “And Bay Cliff is honored to be a partner in bringing
this important program to the community.”
Also on Bay Cliff’s upcoming docket for August 2008 is a
camp for Children With Type I Diabetes, those diagnosed
with diabetes at a young age. This is a joint effort of the U.P.
Diabetes Outreach Network and Hog Wild, a barbecue cooking championship held in the Iron Mountain/Kingsford area
every summer.
Dr. Toby Carlson, an internist and occupational medicine
physician, sits on the board of Hog Wild and is chairing the
committee organizing the camp. Also known as “Doc Hog,”
he is excited about the valuable experience this will give
youth with diabetes.
“They can function and act in many, many ways as being completely like other kids, but they have a chronic disease that
they’re going to need to deal with for the rest of their lives. A
lot of dealing with diabetes has to do with how to live in the
real world and deal with this chronic disorder. In a lot of ways,
that’s what Bay Cliff does with the exceptional kids that it
manages through its major component camp in the summer.”
Dr. Carlson explains that in helping children cope with diabetes, the focus is not so much on the medical aspect but on
the art form of living with the illness. “A venue of getting kids
together who have this disorder so they can compare notes
and talk about issues that they wouldn’t have a chance to talk
about with their regular friends at school is just an excellent
opportunity. Bay Cliff, with its facilities and with its mindset,
is just a perfect match, I think, for a group like ours to act as
the venue and mutually support each other through the
years,” he says.
In addition, Bay Cliff will serve as the site of a new pilot program for autistic children, Camp REACT, being offered by
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the Sault Ste. Marie school system this coming May. That
same month Bay Cliff will also host the Lake Superior Youth
Symposium for the first time. The symposium motivates students and teachers to become stewards of the Great Lakes.
The health camp will continue to welcome back other nonprofit organizations that have used the Big Bay facility before,
such as the Girl Scouts of Peninsula Waters, which offers a fall
workshop for about 50 volunteers and an annual event for
between 30 and 75 of its 11- to 17-year-old girls. Ann Smith,
Adult Education Director, explains that the Girl Scouts focus
on building girls of courage, confidence and character, who
make the world a better place.
April’s LifeTeen Retreat will be the seventh one at Bay Cliff
for the youth of St. Peter Cathedral in Marquette. “We plan
to continue to use Bay Cliff for as long as we are welcome,”
says Warren Vonck, a deacon and youth minister at the
Catholic parish. “We are giving back now, also, by raking
leaves for them in the fall as a service project.”
Tim Bennett notes that Bay Cliff plans to stay true to its core
mission, but is grateful that it can now expand its service
offerings to children and adults by sponsoring more programs
and partnering with other like-minded organizations. As Bay
Cliff transitions to year-round, he encourages non-profit agencies to think creatively about ways they could possibly use the
camp and to contact him regarding open dates.
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